
AU-STREAM ANC TRUE WIRELESS EARBUDS
The AU-Stream ANC is one of the first true wireless earbuds with Active 
Noise Cancellation. The intersection of premium audio, technology and 
comfortability makes it a music enthusiasts perfect choice for everyday use.

This audio signature was designed for balance and clarity. The AU Titanium 
driver gives it a more realistic audio playback because of it’s three-layer 
13MM Titanium film, giving this true wireless earbud a frequency range of 
20Hz - 20KHz. The noise reduction system inside the earbud generates 
sound waves that cancel out the ambient noise, thereby achieving an 
auditory quiet effect without compromising the quality of the audio. This 
earbud is engineered to give you premium audio at an accessible price with 
the durability and comfort to listen to your music all day, everywhere.
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FEATURES

AUSOUNDS
Ausounds is a U.S.-based premium audio manufacturing company 
that designs accessible headphones and audio products for music 
creators and music lovers alike. With a focus on redefining the 
sound of audio, Ausounds' products are crafted using the highest 
quality materials. The creative minds behind these innovations 
consistently research the newest technologies in the music 
industry to incorporate into each product released. To learn more 
about Ausounds, visit www.ausounds.com.

OUR CUSTOMER - It is our goal to create sustainable products that 
perform beyond your expectations. Your opinion always matters 
and will always be apart of our core values.

MUSIC CREATORS - Our purpose is to give the music creator a tool 
that reproduces their music in a way that is acceptable to their ears. 
Reproducing an undeniable sound in each device that is received 
from a community of musicians.

SUPERIOR SOUND - We are passionate about superior sound. Our 
team of engineers strives for the perfect curve. The ultimate sound 
or no sound at all.

20 hours total battery life

Rapid wireless charging

ANC (Active Noise Cancellation)

Dual microphone for crystal clear calls

Bluetooth 5.0 with smart pairing

Waterproof (IPX5 rating)

Supports AI voice assistant

High performance AU-Titanium driver



GET IN TOUCH WITH US
15300 Ventura Blvd Suite 214, Sherman Oaks, CA 91403 

contact@ausounds.com | sales@ausounds.com | press@ausounds.com

www.ausounds.com

"In terms of sound quality, Ausounds really 
delivers on the company’s mission of providing 
musician-pleasing performance.” - TWICE MAGAZINE

AU-STEAM ANC TRUE WIRELESS EARBUDS


